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William King Jr.(June 28,1992)
 
Writing is the one release that makes the world seem to complete itself. I write
to express my feelings, how I feel. How I see the world. What I'm going through.
My poetry is a part of me. My poetry is the written incarnation of my inner being,
my soul, blood and sweat. The sanity of words help the insanity of the being.
~Tho the light of the world shines, darkness still lurks in the shadows~
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A Long Day's End
 
The wheels of time turn
And night becomes day
All pains of the past
Slowly fade away
Warmth rises over the horizon
And light pierces the sky
The dreams left unfulfilled
Slowly begin to die
High now is the sun
Breathing life upon the land
Sorrows fail to show face
And death has the lesser hand
Soon the sun will set again
And bring the moon into play
Followers of the whitest light
Now come out to play
 
William King Jr.
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All The Tears
 
All the tears have fallen from my face, sullying the land with sorrow.
No more love emits from my heart; no today and never tomorrow.
For lo, alas the horizon of an orange sol
My future of loneliness had already been foretold.
My destiny revealed when the sky turned black
Of a failed love that will never form back.
Time and time, Luna and Sol both sang my song of sorrow
From every morn, through the day, and into the evening's morrow.
As they dance in the sky in an endless dance of light and dark
They challenge me to read my destiny, so I embark.
For times it has been foretold
Kings of young and kings of old
Will birth into the lands a son.
Passion and love; swirling vortex of mixed emotion persists
And life gets eternally drowned in a heaven of pure bliss.
 
William King Jr.
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Dark Ruler: 1-3 Intro
 
I lay down my sword and my shield and I think
Could Lucifer and Satan, the Gods, really be beat
And give up their thrones
To mortal flesh and bone.
So I dedicated my life to train for this fight
And gain all of the powers of the royalty of night.
For years and years I cut and I slashed
I blocked and I rand and I jumped and I dashed
My powers grew stronger and so did my strength
I knew that this fight would last a good length
At last I felt I had trained all I could
So I drew my portal circle in the deepest of the woods
I lay my four candles in the directional mouths
Of the north, west, east, and south
I blessed my dear circle to keep in the hate
Then I conducted my ritual to show me the gates.
The world, it seemed, to stay still that day
For when the fire has risen, I was flung through the gate.
For an eternity, I thought, I was flown through the air
But no matter how long it felt, I didn't really care
My mission was simple, my goal was clear
I knew that I would never get out of here
I accepted the fact that I could surely die
But my vision was blurred, I cared nothing for life.
To gain the powers of  ultimate evil
Could do nothing more for me, except make me a believer
That the overlords of hell would lose their thrones
And all of their legions would be mine for here on
As I though all of these thoughts I began to slow down
And land, prepared for the ultimate showdown.
 
William King Jr.
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Dark Ruler: 2-3 Depths
 
The surroundings of hell seem too plain to me
Carnage, gore and screams of terrible pain
All of which have played through my head
As I lived every single day
The area was hot, the air was heavy
The surroundings of hell seem too plain to me
Carnage, gore and screams of terrible pain
All of which have played through my head
As I lived every single day
The area was hot, the air was heavy
My blood filled with rage, my eyesight was steady
I scanned the horizon, looking for signs
To point me to where the dark ruler resigned
Nothing is what it appeared to be
In the mighty depths of hell
For right in front of me to my surprise
Was a fair skinned damsel
Her clothing was white, as pure as snow
And her eyes twinkled gold
Beauty undefined stood before me
I stared at her figure and closed my distance
To see such a fair maiden in such a place
No guard did I have to keep
Slowly I approach the woman so beautiful
Thinking she be mere mortal
But as I turned her around to see her face
My dreamy gaze turns into shock
My face turned to dread as I saw the figure
She stood before me, as she was, when she departed
She screamed and her voice filled my ears
I fell to my knees and felt her pain
And saw what she had seen
Right before she passed away
My eyes teared up as emotions flooded my body
And my heart began to tear
Fetal position; I lay on the ground, emotionally drained
Feeling life I no longer needed
I stood and drew my sword on myself
Laying it lightly on my wrist
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Tears streamed down my emotionless face
As i began to take my life
The wretched soul stared into my eyes
The images burned into her soul
And turn her hell flamed heart cold
Her screaming silenced, she stood very still
Alas I felt emotions flood throughout my body
Quickly I reached for my sword
To slay the demon witch
But I stopped short to find her
Frozen in her place
The visions she'd seen through my eyes
Of the life I once used to have
When my world was perfect and content.
When she lived forever in my lap
Until the day she passed away
The emotions I felt for her were too strong
To be ignored.
These feelings, those feelings
Had open her heart anew
Love now flowed through her veins
As her wretched life renewed
Somehow, in Hell, she found peace
To become one and feel regret
I fell at her feet sobbing greatly
For its something I would not forget
Her face still burned into my soul
Of that tragic day
So i spared her soul, picked up my sword
And slowly walked away.
 
William King Jr.
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Dark Ruler: 3-3 Misconception
 
I tread lightly down the guided path
The image of her still burns within my mind
Her soul lost, cold and tortured
Forever in immortal pain
I felt she did not belong here
But yet, I feel the opposite about me
The hurt, the pain, the moments of pain
That has always played in my head keep me sain
For lo, just ahead, I see where He lives
I still hear her cries; her hurt kills my soul
I try to venture forward, she calls my name.
I turn back in awe remembering her fate
Frozen, she was stuck in place
My heart takes no more and I go running to her
To check if she is still intact
My sword drags the ground once again
My feelings keep me from reacting violently
My heart beats heavily, I breathe more and more
The atmosphere is finally taking its toll on my body
Heat waves rise and blur my vision
Stopping me from deciphering truth from false
Mirages dance all around me
Feelings of losing the battle before I start the war
Dread through my mind as mirages slowly dance
They encircle my body as I fall to my knees
Gasping for air which is now my poison
Tears streaming down my face, evaporating
I try to cough and open my airways
For the evils of time and the power of hate have them obstructed
My body, now limp, falls to the ground
As the demon mirages show their true faces
They hid their faces with pleasures unimaginable
Lurking around, hungrily staring into my soul
Like vultures, they circle me still, warriors of death
Too many to fight, too weak to move, I lie in agonizing pain
They begin to inch toward me, ready to strike
A helpless victim, cowards of shadows
Had I the power to fight, the fiends would never show
But lying defenselessly here, their true intentions grow:
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This is to devour my willful soul
They attack me and begin digging into my body
Hurrying to eat the remains of a broken spirit
My demise ultimately being my strongest asset
My heart
For as they were ripping away at my flesh
I felt a familiar presence approach me
Familiar, yet distant, but there all the same
The demon mirages all began to scatter
Their fears getting the best of them
All the demons left me, all but one
One determined to finish what it started
And devour my soul today, not tomorrow
Suddenly, the demon cried out in pain
A cry I may never forget
And was lifted into the sky
Then its body fell before mine
Lifeless, now only a shell of its former self
My strength slowly came back to me
And I looked up to see what gave me their pity
The maiden in white stood before me
And in her hand, the Dagger of Old
She drops the dagger in front of my face
And walks away, slowly fading into the horizon
Why she spared and gave me this gift
Taking the life of another minion's I will never know
I sit up and begin my recover
I am closer now than ever before
 
William King Jr.
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Deadly Warriors
 
I fight with a sword of righteousness
I bear my shield of strength
My shield drags the blood stained ground
My sword is the same length
I carry the burden of punishing
The wicked and ridding the soul of hate
But within my heart is the same
So my mission is a debate
I fight for the love and courage
That is inside every human soul
To rid the world of evil is my ultimate goal
But alas along my journey
I have met nothing but fools
Their hands are idle
Their thought are wasted
I let the devil take his tools
Never have I come across someone who's truly pure
I fear, alas, I never will
Everyone has hate I'm sure
So I walk this road and pierce the hearts
Of those who really need it
Never letting on my true intentions
For they are too misleading
So until the day I find
That perfect soul to release me
I'm going to walk the way of the warrior
Who's heart is undefeated
 
William King Jr.
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Deepest Darkness
 
No longer will I ever sleep
Letting the cousin of death lay with me
Draping the blanket of my sins
Over the corpse of what I used to be
My eyes are wide shut
Staring through the dreams of the day
Looking at the plain ceiling
As my life slowly fades away
No longer do I move
Glued to this position I stay
Every inch of my body hurts
So I stay to avoid the pain
Tears slowly roll down my cheek
As I fear for the morning ahead
Not knowing if I close my eyes
Would I wake up dead?
Still, sleep is what will happen
Paranoia, fear and dread
My feelings are all misleading
My thoughts only in my head
 
William King Jr.
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Deepest Regrets
 
Her heart broken and laid to rest
In my darkest hour I feel all regret
Of stealing away from her something so special
So, personal and yet so important
Her heart
With her heart I took her trust
And turned our relationship to dust
The red blood she bled turned to rust
As I slowly walked away
So with me now and forever
The memory of a greater Heaven
And the lies and secrets I now keep
But my memory of her
Or memories, perhaps I say
Stay in the back of my mind
Never will I forget the kindness shown
The understanding of a comforting friend
The willingness to take time to help
Nor will I forget the feelings of shame
Of sorrow and regret; my punishment still remains
To be without her...
 
William King Jr.
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Deity
 
Crush all their souls
And devour the hearts
Of men who disobey
The commands of the legions
Ultimate power seethes
While dormant beasts breath
Unlock the gates to an infinite hell
Arise, young ones with tales of old
The kingdoms of hell have come and grown
Unleashed on us the primitive beast
For no deity has a leash
Armageddon unleashed upon the world
All lives belong to the hell spawn girl
With wings of fire and a face of fear
Remember the ones you hold dear
We rise from below with all fury
The fight of the a lifetime will soon unfold
 
William King Jr.
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Delta Storms
 
Oh joyous are the birds
Who sing after the rain
After the darkness and turmoil have passed
But what of their joy
For has the storm
Finally passed at last?
 
The roll of thunder
The sweet smell of rain
Lightening flashing in the dark
But tomorrow holds
A radiant future
So why an attitude so stark?
 
The answer lies
In a riddle I heard
In a bygone era past
Yesterday
Is today's tomorrow
So the dark cloud is always cast
 
A future so vivid
With a past so dark
Living in the present day
But to know that tomorrow
Is yesterday's today
Makes the sky seem always grey
 
Assumptions, you say
Balderdash, your words
To see darkness in the light
But do rivers not run dry?
Does not all life die?
So day will always turn into night
 
So I ask again
Oh joyous birds
Who sing after the rain
Would you still sing
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If you knew
Tomorrow only brings pain?
 
William King Jr.
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Dying Will Be The Death Of Me
 
Dying will be the death of me
No longer a puppet of life
Feelings beyond recognition
Is the pain I feel tonight
 
Dreaming will soon then follow me
Dreams of living in peace
Where the cornerstones of life
Lay in rubble where they meet
 
Numbness will flow throughout my body
Every pain soon to decease
And my fears of dying slow
Will be an utter defeat
 
Swiftness will my death come
Clinging I no longer have to do
Everything around me goes black
As memories fade of you
 
Last I will be deaf
Hearing the sorrows no more
But desolate silence and silence therein
Shall fill my hollow core
 
Dying shall be the death of me
And all my senses fail
A new journey awaits me
For this journey, I have prevailed
 
William King Jr.
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Entrapment
 
These same four walls surround me
Day in and day out
All day, everyday
These same four white walls
Never changing, never moving
Distressed is my heart
Knowing that I cannot escape
Run away from the bay
Or sneak onto a bus
It’s like prison inside
No communication at all
Three meals a day
Sleeping at every waking moment
Dying to get out and enjoy my training
Crying on the inside to keep myself sane
I know now the burden of the virus
The key to destroying my future and career
It keeps me locked away where I go insane
Watching the others walk past my room
In the wake of the mourn I plan to leave
And continue my life as normal
With the temperature stable and body refreshed
My life becomes anew again
 
William King Jr.
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Frustration
 
Emotions run wild as I fight off these feelings
My fists ready to destroy all in my path
My eyes turn red as anger fills me
My muscles tense as fists clench closed
All in many but none in some
The hurt that goes through the pain and frustration
Testosterone flows as adrenaline pumps
All ways of thinking become obsolete
Hell hath no fury like a woman's wrath
But woman falls to man in all situations
Fire intensifies as my blood boils black
No sensitivity to the care that others show me
Try as I might, I need to fight
In order to protect my dignity
We need to love, show all compassion
But seclusion and isolation warped all senses
For in my path is death and calamity
Blood will be thrown all around
Brain and bone combined as one
Armageddon will rise and I will rule supreme
And ride with the legions on their conquest of the Earth
 
William King Jr.
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Heartbroken
 
Don't ever say you love me unless you really mean it
For if it were love I wouldn't have this feeling
Two whole years we've had the perfect life
I thought you were mine, the one to be my wife.
Little did I know
Behind closed doors
You were with him
Other than me that you prefer.
Time heals no wounds
And love has no boundaries
The next time we meet
Whether is my house or the streets
I'll rip out my heart
And place it at your feet.
You deserve no type of love
For you not remorse
There will be no goodbye hugs
Nor an 'I love you' of course.
I want you to feel my pain
Take a walk in my shoes
Then I want you to explain
Why you made it 'do what it do'.
What made your innocence become stained?
All I want is his name
For our love was in vain
And your relationship I'll make the same.
You've unleashed a primitive beast
Who knows nothing but pain
Who knows nothing of shame
Or to play the love game.
He's bent on revenge
For killing my heart, his kin.
Within him you'll find no friend.
Only heartache and sin.
So today your relationship lives
But tomorrow the beast kills
So watch out for the creature
Whose sadness you'll feel.
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Hope
 
Hope controls motivation limits
And keeps all alive; those who believe in it
For with hope
You know you've been defeated
But still you try
Keeping hope alive
Is option less unless we try
To put it away
Hope maintains freedom
Freedom of survival
And the choice to lay down and die
Or to run
Escape misery for life anew
When you feel adrenaline
Rush through your soul
You'll have the urge to push on
And the will to overcome all odds
Even when you die
Hope for a future, perfect to all
Selfishness will not be good for anyone
Release yourself
 
William King Jr.
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Introvertive Retrospective Thoughts
 
Seek repentance for the fathers
Give abortions to the daughters
All our sins are amassed together
And our existence is ending like a falling feather
Seek, young ones, forgiveness for caused pain
Keep each other from the wrath of ol' Cain
Believe your truths and forsake your lies
Listen to you heart and open your eyes
We are the forgotten souls, no more no less
And no one will ever show mercy, even upon our best
So quote your holy books and read your scriptures
Pray to your idols and worship in their temples
Absorb all the false hope that others supply
For no matter the outcome, we will all die
Born of flesh, we must protect ourselves
In the midst of our demise, no one will offer help
We hope and pray for our torment to end
Death brings peace, only to be born again
Mother Earth recycles all her children
We're born and raised, all expecting death
We know our future but no memory of the past
Our thoughts are hollow, like a shell made of glass
Our bodies crippled by the added hormones
Our brains distorted by the infinite pheromones
Conditioned to be the perfect cattle
Our scapegoat lifestyles help us lose the battle
Not of good or evil, nor of mice and men
The battle of free will and thoughts for all men
We're told what to buy, what to eat or to wear
All for the profit of people who don't care
Human life is precious, need not waste it away
Live, be joyous and happy; you will soon die anyway
Our mortality is our immortality
 
William King Jr.
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Lonely Nights
 
There are nights
When I sit up in my bed
Tears streaming down my face
Because I know you aren’t there
Cold is your side
All alone am I
Nothing could have prepared me for this
My beautiful bride
No longer are you here
Your time has passed, expired
Time slowed down a bit
For you I truly desire
Too young were you
To be taken away
But it seems the saying was right
Everyone has their day
My heart forever cries for you
All alone in its box
Alongside my heart
Are undying Forget-Me-Nots
To always remember why I cry
Or to remember that you died
So, as I sit up in my bed
All the tears are finally shed
I roll over to your spot
And there I lay my head
 
William King Jr.
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Love
 
When the towel has been thrown in
And the final goodbye is said
I will still be there waiting
Your heart still in my hand
 
When the day turns to night
And the moon is full in the sky
I will lay with you
And never leave your side
 
When the night turns to day
And the sun slowly warms your face
My arms will be tight around you
With a kiss in the sun's place
 
When we grow old
And seasons and years pass
Together we will be forever
Reminiscing of the past
 
When the world comes to an end
And the empires begin to fall
I will be there with you
Our love surpasses it all
 
When we finally grow gray and die,
The Earth taking us as her own
We will live in all eternity
In a place all our own
 
William King Jr.
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Monsters That Are We
 
In the dark we hear their name
Under the covers we hide our shame
Hide and seek is the game
To the monsters that we see
 
Imaginations run askew
Hiding until the morning dew
Waiting for the morn anew
Escaping the monsters and banshee
 
The shadow of night is where they lie
Our nightmares where they make us cry
Awaking after they've made us die
Are the monsters that haunt me
 
Fear of the Boogeyman
Or someone in an ice cream van
Always makes us prep and plan
For the monsters haunting thee
 
No thought given to the others
Who send away our sons and brothers
Haunting the dreams of our mothers
Are the true monsters we seek
 
War and crime go hand in hand
So we fight between the sand
Unwilling but big brother demands
Fighting the monsters make us free
 
Death and destruction everyday
Killing everything in our way
You will die or you will obey
Says the monsters that are we
 
William King Jr.
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My Final Walk With Gaia
 
All alone on this barren Earth I walk
My legs never tiring from my unforgiving pace
Everyone around me is gone so I don't talk
A hardened look of cold is burned into my face
Everyone else has deserted the once fruitful land
Leaving the world to decay and rot
Everything has been ruined by man's hands
And Gaia is left without a shot of ever rebuilding
 
The resources of nature have all been depleted
And the rivers run red with blood
The greatest of nations either fell or were defeated
Their technology rusting away from time and mud
All the animals that once roam free
Have been slain by the savages who were left
And while the filled their stomachs with bliss and glee
Their poisons soon began to take their breath
And soon all perished
 
The air of the mother Gaia is cold and stale
And her ground is dry and cracked
The salt of the Earth rains down like hail
The precious water to never come back
All the vegetation has shriveled and died
The sun unable to penetrate the haze
The heavens lay dormant and although they cried
Their tears did nothing for the days
Of rebirth are all gone
 
And what say of those who fled from their mother
Hoping to escape the wrath they unleashed
They fled underground, and killed one another
For they all became savage beasts
So now, only I, walk all alone
Bearing the sins that people left
The unforgettable, unforgiving path I so forsaken roam
Will lead me to a fulfilling death
And my tired body will soon be at rest
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Nightlife
 
Night life slowly fades into the dawn
And the man in the west moon now sleeps
Dreams soon set themselves aside
And the reality of the day sets in
 
Solidarity of the night begins to disappear
Comfort levels begin to drop
Hope soon begins to fail
As the dew rests; an angel's tear
 
Light penetrates the virgin sky
Opening to it the face of earth
Scarred by man and her own wrath
Soon she is ready for rebirth
 
Stormy seas begin to calm
Waves no longer a threat
Luna loosens her mighty grip
To keep the seas at rest
 
No more do the winds blow
Slowing now to a whisper
The breezes of yesterday have come and gone
No one now seems to listen
 
Stories sang of times before
Lost upon the lips of the old
Have made the world a forgetful place
No knowledge of the failures foretold
 
Time moves slowly within its cycle
All that is has come will soon be gone
Nothing will remain but sand and sun
This cycle will stay forever long
 
Night slowly fades into the dawn
With it our dreams and ignorance
The morning light forsakes our eyes
Making our existence pure bliss
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Our Darkest Memory
 
The night lasts forevermore as the sun drifts away
Darkness grows by the second as the night takes over the day
Cold once again rules supreme as heat slowly dies
Evil lurks all around as the hope for good dies
Dreams turn into nightmares as ghastly visions grow
Hearts turn stone cold as hatred for life begins to show
Now more than ever is my need for you
In my darkest days your light helped me see through
When dreaded thoughts began to flood my very feeble brain
The talks we had would always make my mind become sain
And in the hours when my pain went beyond and above
I knew that when you held me close you healed me with your love
As the weather turned bad and calm turned to storm
I kept you safe, warm and secure forever in my arms
And when the perils of living made you give in into the night
I swore that now and forevermore I will always remember our life
 
William King Jr.
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Realizer
 
You thought I wouldn't open my eyes
You thought I wouldn't see
You thought I wouldn't realize
What you were doing to me
You thought your games were oh so funny
You thought that they were cool
You didn't expect that in the end
You'd be the real fool
You thought you could take my love
And leave me shuttering in the cold
You didn't think I'd stand up
To show you that I'm bold
You thought that you were perfect
Your lies could never do harm
You thought that I was dumb enough
To fall under your charm
Well today my dear is different
Today my dear we meet
Today my dear is the last day
That we should ever speak
No more lies and deception
No more wasting away
Never again shall I see your awful, horrid face
No longer will I wait for your love
Waiting for love to engineer
I'm sorry sweetheart but my love
Has moved away from here
 
William King Jr.
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Regret And Redemption
 
Who is the one to say that all can't be forgiven?
To condemn me to sorrow and a life of regret?
To make my life not ever worth living
And make my love not worth the get?
Who is the one to tell me I can't be happy?
To make all my decisions in my life for me?
To tell me all my choices are wrong
And blind me from what I need to see?
Who is the one to show me the horrors of the past?
To make all my nightmares become reality again?
To play over in my mind
The death of beloved friends?
Who makes my heart fill with hurt?
Ache and bellow the pains of yesterday?
Cry out for someone to grab and love
To sooth and ease my distress away?
Who is the one to fill my eyes with the tears?
From the emotions of living a life unfulfilled?
Knowing that no matter my life's outcome
I can't bring back the one's life has killed.
Who is to blame for my instability?
My highs, my lows, my feelings of sorrow?
My thoughts of imminent suicide
Not caring to see another tomorrow?
 
My destiny will never be my own
My days, always number by mortality
My life, ruled by the corruption of the flesh
My past scarred for all eternity
My present indecisive in my own eyes
My future, not promised to me with every breath I take.
I am not immortal, nor am I greater than mortal
My mortality limited to my lifestyle
My life limited to each day, of course
My choices decided beforehand, I know not how
My feelings forced upon me with harsh force
My sorrow draping me in a cloud
My happiness clouded by regret with no home
My heart hazed in pains I may never forget
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My tears filled with liquid torture of living alone
My instability I must deal with nevertheless
My loneliness I bear each and every day
Redemption I need in every way
 
Have I wronged someone so much
That karma decides to curse my being
With the worst possible outcomes in life
That all happiness I know goes fleeing?
What have I done to deserve this?
 
William King Jr.
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Remembrance
 
At night I sit and cry
As the memories of you play in my head
What I wouldn't give to have you with me
None of it matters, you are dead
 
Memories both good and bad
Still haunt me to this day
Sometimes its too much
Sometimes, I wish they would go away
 
I've never experienced thus much pain
With a loved loved one being gone
But still I deal everyday
Without you in my home
 
Why you were taken
I will never
And the tears I cry every night
I try not to show
 
Just to have you here with me
Or even to feel your hair
Would make it so much
But still, you are not here
 
At night I lie awake
Crying out my eyes
Thinking of why it was you and not me
Something I will never realize
 
I miss seeing you
You smile to brighten my day
Darkness now surrounds me
And you are still away
 
Our love will always be immeasurable
Undying until the end
There will always be us together
My lover and my friend
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When I'm alone at night
With no one to embrace
I hold the nearest pillow close
And visualize you beautiful face
 
Warm are the salty tears
That fall down my face
Your hands not there to clear them
I use my own in their place
 
The nights come and go
The days go and pass
When the Earth no longer turns
We will be together at last
 
William King Jr.
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Rivers
 
You bleed pain like a hemophiliac with a slit wrist.
I try to add loving pressure but you resist.
You bleed on everyone around you forcing onto them your pain.
You don't care who you bleed around.
You have no shame.
People try to patch you up but you insist on bleeding.
Not know that compassion is what your really needing.
Your pain flows like a river; ever flowing.
Your self pity builds up a dam without you even knowing.
The pain that you bleed is too much for the pity
It overflows the dam and floods the walls of your body, your city.
Being fed up with your pain you decide to make it stop.
Farewell, my friend, you gained your freedom but now you are forever lost
 
William King Jr.
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Self Pity
 
He slit his wrist and watch it bled
Down his arm onto the bed
It stains his sheets just like his soul
He cuts because his heart's not whole
He cry's one tear, one lonely drop
Onto the wound his teardrop drops
He feels the pain; its emotional
She made him do this.
Its because of her
 
He gave her his life and she misused it
Gave her his heart and she abused it
She made him immortal now he fiends for death
Made him happy now he cries
Made him whole now he's incomplete
Ha, its funny, because that guy is me
 
I feel the pain of losing my life
I see my wounds and know they aren't right
I feel the hurt and know the pain
But without her I'm not the same
I see only our past, never the present
Never knowing if you were really heaven sent
I bleed not my pain but to cleanse my spirit
Tonight I think I overdid it
I feel so cold but yet at peace
Now into eternal sleep
 
William King Jr.
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Solidarity
 
Calamity through desperation
Redemption through sorrow
Regret knowing my damages
No hope for any tomorrow
Deceit without faith
Carelessness with love
Apologies with sincerity
Messages from above
Remembrance through memories
Dreams turn to nightmares
Hatred upon your face
I’m the reason it’s there
Love me all you can
Use me and get away
No future from my rearview
In and out is always safe
Trust broken many times
Time and time again
Heart stolen by me
Time and time again
Walking on the moon
No oxygen to punish myself
Slowly I begin to choke
My life means nothing but death
Tears fall
But no one watches
Solidarity to myself
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Stephanie
 
Visions as I look in the mirror
I always stare at your picture
Thinking back on all the fun we had
Now my soul feels sad
You rest, forevermore
Never having to worry
And I know I wasn't always there to protect you
I promised that I'd never let anything hurt you
I guess I failed
If I could rewind time and show you all the love my heart had
It would let you know I appreciated all the time we had
Together, forever my lady
We were to get married and you have my baby
But I failed
Your hazel green eyes mesmerized me the first time they locked with mine
They always had a sense of saying that everything will be fine
And you’re oh so beautiful smile
That you never thought was perfect
I'm saying it now like I used to
That I'll always love it
And to this day, I picture your face
In my heart, you'll always have a place
Together forever
One soul we will rise
Ascending to a greater place
Never had much on Earth
But to our surprise
We were rich in each other’s eyes
To this day my heart ache to be close to you
No one will ever be able to take you place
My heart is set only in your way
And when our anniversary comes up
A bottle of the finest champagne I'll open
Together we'll toast to love eternity
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Suffocation
 
My brain blazes at high speeds
Time slows down all around me
Getting hard to breathe
Your love is slowly fading
We miss out too much of our time
I'll never forget your face
We are perfect, one with each other
Yeah, I said it
Asphyxiating from lack of love and your smile
Crying to myself at night
Remembering the times we shared
The good and the bad
On my knees, struggling to for my life
You seem so far away
Pretty soon we will be together
Forever and a day
I see you, our hearts intertwine
Heartbeat becoming one with the world
Mother Gaia buries our bodies
One beside the other
Fetal position as I breathe my last breath
Knowing we are together forever
All of eternity knows who we are
King and Queen finally together at last
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Swecde
 
Embracing death with open hands
My breath slows to a whisper
Too many poisons flood my veins
Mixed cocktail of pills, sadness and depression
Knowing nothing that I do is ever going to be great enough
My life plateaued already
Already I know this
Seeing my dim lit future
Is something I'd rather not deal with
Skin itching as I feel the medicine kick in
Soon it will be over soon
 
Sleep invite your cousin
Death is his name
So that we may lie together
And feel nothingness evermore
Drape your darkness over me
Hold me in your cold arms
Soothe my longing pains
For what is a life worth living
If there is no one to share it with?
 
Oh, broken heart, why do you still beat?
Surely you must give up hope
As your master has
Why continue to support
Someone who has no need of you?
Yes, my bleeding one,
Let your beats slow to none
So that none can ever break you again
Let your silence be the lesson taught
Of love and pain
 
The air will soon no longer fill my body
I will become as cold as the hearts of all men
The warmth of a loving soul soon will cease
Reject that of the living
And soon join the dead
As your ancestors await
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Your arrival into the Nether
Bid the farewell
Abandon your foolish dreams
Of ever loving and living
For these are dreams of children
 
Now as the last breath
That ever crosses my lips
Is breathed out of my body
I think back and wonder
This life, full of heartache,
Is lived for no reason
We are born to die
The cattle of those great than ourselves
Working to amass something
That we, ourselves, will never obtain
Trying to be happy
Faced with so much destruction
Are we ever happy
Or are we just putting on a show
For someone as malicious as ourselves
 
Never have I been truly happy
As I look back on life
I truly longed for something
Or someone to breathe love into me
Maybe expecting others to make me happy
Was my ultimate downfall
Trusting in those
Who are as impure as myself
Believing that I will be saved
As a damsel in distress
Or atop a tower, waiting
Waiting forever
 
It wont be long
No more am I
My lips are silent
My breath is still
My eyes, no more coloured
Stare into the emptiness
That once filled my heart
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Complete is my mission
Of absolution
And now my journey
Truly begins
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The Caged Bird
 
The caged bird sings songs so beautiful
Tales of old and of new
Ever sweet and never sour
It sings of the truth
 
I've always wondered why the caged bird sings
Maybe to pass it's time
For all the bird ever does
Is sing until its last
 
All alone in its solidarity
The bird has no friends
But still its voice can be heard
Without a soul to listen
 
Why do you sing forsaken bird
For the thrill of seeing tomorrow?
Or are they songs of sadness
To let us hear your sorrow?
 
I listen to your songs
And my life they have moved
I feel your pain, caged bird
I feel it through and through
 
Entrapment inside an empty cell
Four walls of confinement
Hoping one day you will be free
But you haven't died yet
 
Feelings of remorse for the choices that have been made
Bleeding internally your fate
Use your voice as warning
So we don't make the same mistake
 
As I sit and listen to the caged bird
Sing its song all day long
I think back on my life
And with it, what I've done
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Thin Line
 
I love the way you make my heart explode whenever your around.
I love the way you make my blood feel warm whenever I am cold.
I love the way you feel whenever you are in my arms.
I love the way you take my heart and keep away the pain.
I love the way you insult me when I feel my life is in vain.
I love the way you tell everyone everything I say.
I love the way you became promiscious.
I love the way you said forever but it was nothing but lies.
I love the way you condemn me when you are confronted.
I love the way we argue and fuss and fight and keep complaining.
I love the way you say hated me and ended our relations.
I love the way you flirt with guys right in front of me.
I love the way you look at me like you've done nothing wrong
I like the way you claim to remember our fucking love song.
I love the way you looked when I said we're through.
I love none of this in fact I hate you.
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Unleashed
 
Eyes are wide shut running blind in the dark
As dogs bark and torches burn brightly against the night
Running for life that is no longer important
Feeling my way around the dark
Blood dries above my lips
Transformation has been completed
Know not what has happened
Fear grows as running through the forest
Creature of the wild, neither longer man nor beast
Pursued by those formally called friends
And hated by those who said 'Love'
Remembering the past as a time long ago
When the world seemed perfect and the road not so winding
Thinking back to all the events attended
Christmas dinners, anniversaries, and even birthdays
Now, days of birth are forgotten as the world seems to turn
Laughter of the past are now screams of the future
Eyes begin to adjust as tears begin to fall
Hurt that the norm will never be normal again
And a life of bewilderment waits anew
Never being able to love or feel love
Nor the warmth of another human being
Cold; soft is the ground those feet run bare on
And hard are the limbs that constantly hit
Torches and dogs still pursue
Never tiring, but now feeling stronger
As the chase seems to go on
Sensing the fear among the torches
Blindly running throughout the forest
Makes great for the night which eyes are now accustomed
Feeling the stars and feeding off their power
Makes strength a powerful ally
Stealth
Dread now fills the torches
As footsteps stop what they pursue
Listening carefully for the slightest movement
Dogs yelp in agony one by one
Slowly torches begin to disappear
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Voice Of The Mountain
 
Rose of infinite beauty
I see your smile
Never to see
Your smile become a frown
My love for you isn't finite
Forever and a day
Your body warms my soul
What more can I say
You bring me so much joy
And I thank you for that
To love and live our life
Is to be the future
All our own
Captivating eyes
All hazel and green
Smile so beautiful
It’s something I can’t wean
Myself from
Not now, not ever
Something you know
Is that I love you so
And no one will ever be
Your replacement or I swear
My life will not be the same
Forever my love for you
Forever in my heart
Forever my love for you
Forever in my heart
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Walk Upon The Moon
 
As I walk upon the moon
Alone in the void of space
I remember the talks we had
And the smile upon your face
All the joy we shared
And the tears we shed
Will always be present
In my head
 
As I walk upon the moon
Cold and out of breath
I remember how you used to hold me
And kiss me until i was out of breath
I remember the days
We would sit in the rain
And just talk until day became night
Then we'd go inside
Take a shower
And settle in for the night
 
As I walk on the moon
The darkness of space surrounding me
The memory of your face
Is as clear as the deep blue sea
The smell of your perfume
Gives me back my breath
The memory of your love
Warms and soothes my soul
Thoughts of us together
Brings my consciousness back to Earth
 
Your memory drifts in my head
As I walk upon the moon
Knowing one day
I will see you soon
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When The Cornerstones Of Life Start To Break Down
 
When cornerstones of life start to break down
And the sanity of man begins to fail
When the impurities of the heart begin to show
And the calamity of what we have done sets the love to sail
The true nature of humanity shows its face.
 
After the sun has forever set
And the darkness soon consumes the world
The feelings of remorse and regret
Sink into the life of those unforetold
And grasps the soul with sullen hands
Of ignorance and regret
Love escapes from the body.
 
When love becomes ignorant and all tend to fall
With the balance of like and love falling short of the other
And confusion rising awry of all situations
No other love is felt like the love of a mother
Even those who pledge forever with the other
Falling short of the promise that they bestowed
 
When feelings are demolished and hearts eaten
By the darkness dwelling within humans
And joy is no longer felt anymore
The actions of others are mundane
Happiness and life seeps from the pores
And brings one closer to devastation.
 
When all the senses begin to fail
And sight is no more than scent or touch
The purpose of having another around
Is meaningless for there is nothing to clutch
The life of the remnants soon too shall be forgotten
 
When questions arise of life long gone
The emotions felt from long ago
Some may answer honest with whole heart
While others simply reply, 'no.'
Thoughts of long ago bring back the memories
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Of forgotten feelings from long ago
 
When the world may cease to be
And life forever is no longer felt
She will carry the scars
Of all the love we have dealt
 
And when life breathes again, anew and free
With the challenge of yet finding love
Remember the reason that you are here
For without it, you have lost your dove.
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